An international silvery rain over the
Valdobbiadene DOCG Prosecco Superiore Brut Fagher
The Decanter WWA and Concours Mondial de Bruxelles medals
Valdobbiadene, 14 July 2017
It’s time to update Le Colture summer palmarès! This time the attention is focused on the
Valdobbiadene DOCG Prosecco Superiore Sparkling Brut 'Fagher' protagonist of an excellent
placement at two of the most acclaimed international wine competitions, being awarded with two
Silver Medals at the DWWA - Decanter World Wine Award and the Concours Mondial de
Bruxelles 2017.
"The brut 'Fagher' is the most modern version of the sparkling wines produced by our company and
the most internationally successful - explains the marketing manager Alberto Ruggeri - It is the
result of a blend of Glera grapes coming from the vineyards located in Valdobbiadene and Ogliano
hills. Thanks to its low residual sugar, 9 gr/liter, a pleasant acidity, good minerality and sapidity,
this wine is an excellent interpreter of our philosophy’s distinctive features regarding the Prosecco
Superiore."
It is a fresh, young and characterful wine. Its most attractive aspects are enclosed in the inviting
sweetness of the scents rich in citrus and fresh vegetable notes, which often combine with a pleasant
note of bread and a lively tasting energy. It has a thin perlage that ensures good persistence in the
mouth and cleansing of the palate as well as being an additional weapon in food matching. You will
appreciate it with fish appetizers and processed vegetables, first courses with seafood and baked
fish, or throughout the meal as is usual in the production area,.
Behind every single success there is a united family, a solid team in which everybody has a specific
role, each of them working hard with a strong, remarkable passion, showing unchanged respect for
a unique territory of inestimable value, which can reward all efforts and sacrifices with an
undisputed high quality level.
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